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1. INTRODUCTION
The present paper is devoted to the study of some measurability proper-
ties of multifunctions. Let T be a measurable space and Z a metric space,
and let F be a multifunction defined on T , whose values are closed
bounded nonempty subsets of Z. We define F to be h-measurable h
.stands for Hausdorff if for each closed bounded nonempty set C ; Z the
  . .   ..excess functions t ª e F t , C and t ª e C, F t are measurable on T.
When Z is separable it turns out that F is h-measurable if and only if F is
 w x .weakly measurable following Himmelberg's 13 terminology .
In Sections 2 and 3 we review some preliminary properties of h-mea-
surable multifunctions, and we investigate the relations with other notions
of measurability. In Section 4 we present our main results. Namely, for a
 .  .multifunction F t, x which is h-measurable in t, x and h]upper semi-
continuous in x, we establish the existence of Hukuhara type approxima-
 .tions see Theorem 1 and, furthermore, we prove a Scorza-Dragoni type
 .theorem see Theorem 2 . In both results a crucial role is played by the
projection theorem for measurable sets.
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w xSome applications to differential inclusions are contained in 7 , where
w xwe prove a version of Filippov's theorem 10 in not necessarily separable
Banach spaces.
w x w xWe refer to Castaing and Valadier 4 , Klein and Thompson 19 , and
w xHu and Papageorgiou 15 for an account of the general theory of measur-
able multifunctions. Some interesting applications of measurable multi-
functions to random fixed point theory and games theory can be found in
w x w xPapageorgiou 23, 24 and in Ionescu Tulcea 17, 18 . For other significant
developments and applications of the notion of measurability for multi-
w x w xfunctions, see Artstein 1 , Coste and Pallu de la Barriere 5 , DrewnowskiÂ Á
w x w x8 , and Lechicki et al. 22 .
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
Let Z be a metric space with distance d. If A ; Z, we denote by A the
Ä .   ..  .closure of A. By U a, r resp. U a, r we mean an open resp. closedZ Z
ball in Z with center a and radius r.
 .  <  . 4If A ; Z, A / f, and r G 0 we put N A, r s z g Z d z, A F r ,
 .  .  .where d z, A s inf d z, a . Observe that N A, r is a closed subset ofag A
Z.
For any set A contained in a normed space, co A and co A stand,
respectively, for the convex hull and the closed convex hull of A.
Let Z be a metric space. We set
< 4P Z s A ; Z A is bounded and nonempty , .
< 4C Z s A ; Z A is closed bounded and nonempty , .
and, if Z is normed,
< 4K Z s A ; Z A is convex closed bounded and nonempty . .
 .  .For A, B g P Z we denote by e A, B the metric excess of A o¨er B and
 .by e B, A the metric excess of B o¨er A, that is,
e A , B s sup d a, B , e B , A s sup d b , A . .  .  .  .
agA bgB
Further
h A , B s max e A , B , e B , A 4 .  .  .
 .  .is the Hausdorff pseudo-distance of A and B. If A, B g C Z , then h A, B
is the usual Hausdorff distance of A and B. As is well known, the spaces
 .  .C Z and K Z endowed with the distance h are complete, if Z is so.
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Some properties of the metric excess that we shall use later are listed in
the following two propositions, whose proof is straightforward.
 .PROPOSITION 1. Let A, B, C g P Z , where Z is a metric space. We ha¨e
 .  .  .  .the following: a e A, B s 0 if and only if A ; B; a e A, B F1 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .e A, C q e C, B ; a e A, C F e B, C and e C, A G e C, B if A ; B;3
 .   . .  .   ..  .a e N A, r , C F e A, C q r and e C, N A, r G e C, A y r, r G 0;4
 .  .  .a e A, B F r if and only if A ; N B, r , r G 0.5
 .A multifunction F: X ª P Z , X a metric space, is said to be h]upper
 .semicontinuous resp. h]lower semicontinuous, h-continuous at x g X if0
 .for every « ) 0 there exists d ) 0 such that for every x g U x , d weX 0
  .  ..    .  ..   .  .. .have e F x , F x F « resp. e F x , F x F « , h F x , F x F « .0 0 0
For brevity we write h-u.s.c., h-l.s.c. to mean h]upper semicontinuous,
 .h]lower semicontinuous. F is called h-u.s.c. resp. h-l.s.c., h-continuous if
it is so at each point x g X.0
 .PROPOSITION 2. Let F: X ª P Z be a multifunction, let X and Z be
 .metric spaces, and let x g X. Consider the following statements: a F is0 1
 .  .   . .  .h-u.s.c. at x ; a for e¨ery C g P Z , x ª e F x , C is u.s.c. at x ; a0 2 0 3
 .   ..  .for e¨ery C g P Z , x ª e C, F x is l.s.c. at x ; b F is h-l.s.c. at x ;0 1 0
 .  .   ..  .b for e¨ery C g P Z , x ª e C, F x is u.s.c. at x ; b for e¨ery2 0 3
 .   . .  .  .  .C g P Z , x ª e F x , C is l.s.c. at x . Then we ha¨e a m a « a0 1 2 3
 .  .  .and b m b « b .1 2 3
Remark 1. Let F and x be as in Proposition 2. Then F is h-continu-0
 .   . .ous at x if and only if for every C g P Z the functions x ª e F x , C0
  ..and x ª e C, F x are continuous at x .0
 .By a measurable space we mean a pair T , A , where T is a set and AT T
a s-algebra of subsets of T. The elements of A are called measurable or,T
.  .more precisely A measurable . By a Borel space we mean a pair T , B ,T T
where T is a metric space and B is the s-algebra generated by the openT
subsets of T. The elements of B are called Borel sets.T
 .Let T , A be a measurable space and let m be a non-negative measureT
 .on A . Whenever m T - q` we say that m is finite. Moreover we sayT
 .that the measurable space T , A is complete if the s-algebra A coin-T T
cides with AU , the Lebesgue completion of A with respect to m.T T
 .DEFINITION 1. Let T , A be a measurable space and let Z be aT
 .metric space. A multifunction F: T ª P Z is said to be:
 .  <  . 4i weakly measurable if the set t g T F t l A / f is measur-
able for every open subset A of Z;
 .   ..ii d-measurable if for every c g Z the function t ª d c, F t is
measurable on T ;
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 .  .   . .iii h-measurable if for every C g P Z the functions t ª e F t , C
  ..and t ª e C, F t are measurable on T ;
Ã .  .iv h -measurable if for every C g P Z the function t ªmax
  . .h F t , C is measurable on T.
 .DEFINITION 2. Let T , B be a Borel space and let m be a non-nega-T
 .tive finite measure on B . A multifunction F: T ª P Z is said to beT
Lusin measurable if for every « ) 0 there exists a compact set K ; T , with«
 .m T _ K - « , such that F restricted to K is h-continuous.« «
When we need to point out the s-algebra A involved, instead ofT
weakly measurable, d-measurable, h-measurable, etc. we write A weaklyT
measurable, A d-measurable, A h-measurable, etc.T T
Observe also that the notions of measurability reviewed in Definitions 1
w x  .and 2 are well known 4, 13, 15, 19 with the possible exception of iii and
 .iv .
 .PROPOSITION 3. Let T , A be a measurable space, let Z be a metricT
 .space, and let F: T ª P Z be a multifunction. We ha¨e:
 .  <  . 4a F is weakly measurable m the set t g T F t ; C is measurable1
 .for e¨ery C g C Z ;
 . a F is h-measurable m F is h-measurable where F is defined by2
 . .F t s F t ; .
Ã .  .  .a F is h-measurable resp. h -measurable m for e¨ery C g C Z ,3 max
  . .   ..    . .t ª e F t , C and t ª e C, F t are measurable on T resp. t ª h F t , C
.is measurable on T ;
Ã .a F is h-measurable « F is h -measurable;4 max
 .a F is h-measurable « F is d-measurable.5
 .  .Proof. It is known that a holds when C Z is replaced by the family1
of all closed subsets of Z. Let C be arbitrary in this family and let x g Z.0
Ä <  . 4  <  .  .4Then we have t g T F t ; C s D t g T F t ; C l U x , n , andn Z 0
 .  .  .so a follows. The remaining properties a ] a are evident.1 2 5
 .Let T , A be a measurable space, and let Z be a metric space. AT
 .multifunction F: T ª P Z is called simple if there is an admissible
 4   4partition T of T i.e., there is a countable family T of nonemptyk k
.measurable pairwise disjoint subsets T of T , whose union is T such thatk
F restricted to each T is constant. An analogous notion applies tok
single-valued maps.
 .Remark 2. Each simple multifunction F: T ª P Z is weakly measur-
able and h-measurable.
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 .  .Let F: D ª P Z be a multifunction defined on a set D. By F D we
 .   . <shall denote the range of F, that is, F D s X g P Z there is x g D
 . 4  .  .such that F x s X . A function f : D ª Z satisfying f x g F x for
every x g D is called a selector of F.
 .For any A ; X = Y, X and Y arbitrary sets, we shall denote by p A
X
the projection of A onto X, that is
<p A s x g X x , y g A for some y g Y . 4 .  .
X
3. PROPERTIES OF h-MEASURABLE MULTIFUNCTIONS
In this section we prove some further properties of h-measurable
multifunctions that we shall need later. The following proposition is a
w xvariant of the theorem of Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski 21 .
 .PROPOSITION 4. Let T , A be a measurable space and let Z be a metricT
Ã .space. Let F: T ª C Z be an h -measurable multifunction, whose rangemax
 .  .F T is a separable subset of C Z . Then we ha¨e:
 .  4  .a there is a sequence F of simple multifunctions F : T ª C Z1 n n
con¨erging to F uniformly on T ;
 .a if Z is complete, then F has a measurable selector.2
 .  4  .  .Proof. a Let C ; F T be a countable set dense in F T . Let1 k
n  <   . . nq24n g N be arbitrary. For k g N put S s t g T h F t , C - 1r2 .k k
Define T n s Sn, T n s Sn _Dky1 T n, k G 2. Let J be the set of all k g N1 1 k k is1 i n
n  n4such that T / f. It is evident that T is an admissible partition ofk k k g Jn
 .  . nT. If we define F : T ª C Z by F t s C if t g T , for a k g J , thenn n k k n
F is simple and it satisfiesn
1
sup h F t , F t F . 3.1 .  .  . .n nq22tgT
 4  .Thus F converges to F uniformly on T , proving a .n 1
 .  4a We will construct a sequence f of simple selectors f of F2 n n n
satisfying
1
sup d f t , f t F , n G 2. 3.2 .  .  . . nny1 n ny12tgT
We proceed by induction on n G 2. Let f be a simple selector of F . The1 1
 .procedure to construct f satisfying 3.2 is similar to that used to2 2
 .construct f satisfying 3.2 , provided f is a simple selector of F .nq1 nq1 n n
Thus we shall consider only the latter.
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Suppose that f is a simple selector of F , for some n G 1. In order ton n
 n4construct f , consider f and F and denote by V andnq1 n nq1 i ig In
 nq14T the corresponding admissible partitions of T.j jg Jnq 1
For each i g I let J i be the set of all j g J such that V n l T nq1n nq1 nq1 i j
 n nq14 i/ f. Clearly, V l T is an admissible partition of T and,i j ig I , jg Jn nq1
on each set V n l T nq1 of this partition, f and F are constant.i j n nq1
Therefore there is a constant selector g nq1: V n l T nq1 ª Z of thei j i j
multifunction F restricted to V n l T nq1, such thatnq1 i j
1
nq1 n nq1d f t , g t F d f t , F t q , t g V l T . .  .  .  . . .n i j n nq1 i jnq12
3.3 .
 . nq1 . n nq1Now define f : T ª Z by f t s g t if t g V l T , for somenq1 nq1 i j i j
i g I and j g J i . It is evident that f is a simple selector of F .n nq1 nq1 nq1
 .  .Furthermore, by virtue of 3.3 and 3.1 we have
1
d f t , f t F d f t , F t q .  .  .  . .  .n nq1 n nq1 nq12
1
F h F t , F t q .  . .n nq1 nq12
1
F h F t , F t q h F t , F t q .  .  .  . .  .n nq1 nq12
1 1 1 1
F q q - ,nnq2 nq3 nq1 22 2 2
 .from which it follows that f satisfies 3.2 .nq1 nq1
 .  4By virtue of 3.2 the sequence f is Cauchy in the metric of uniformn n
convergence and thus, as Z is complete, it converges to a measurable
function, say f : T ª Z. For each t g T we have
d f t , F t F d f t , f t q d f t , F t .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .n n
F d f t , f t q h F t , F t . .  .  .  . .  .n n
 .  .On letting n ª q` it follows that f t g F t , t g T. Thus f is a
 .measurable selector of F, proving a . This completes the proof.2
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 .PROPOSITION 5. Let T , A be a measurable space, let Z be a metricT
 .space, and let F: T ª C Z be a multifunction. We ha¨e:
 .a If Z is separable, then1
F is h-measurable m F is weakly measurable m F is d-measurable;
 .  .  .a If F T is a separable subset of C Z , then2
ÃF is h -measurable m F is weakly measurable.max
 . wProof. a The second equivalence is proved in Himmelberg 13,1
xTheorem 3.3 .
Clearly an F which is h-measurable is also d-measurable, by Proposi-
tion 3, and hence weakly measurable. Now suppose F is weakly measur-
 .  4able and let C g C Z be arbitrary. Let c ; C be a countable set densen
in C and let l G 0. We have
< <t g T e F t , C F l s t g T F t ; N C , l , 4 4 .  .  . .
 .where the last set is measurable, by Proposition 3 a . Further1
< <t g T e C , F t F l s t g T d c , F t F l , 4  4 .  . .  .F n
n
where the last set is measurable, for F is d-measurable. The case l- is
 .trivial, thus F is h-measurable, and a is proved.1
Ã .a Suppose F is h -measurable. By Proposition 4, there is a2 max
 .sequence of simple multifunctions F : T ª C Z for which the sequencen
 4   .  ..« , where « s sup h F t , F t , vanishes as n ª q`.n n t g T n
 .Let C g C Z be arbitrary. We have
< <t g T F t ; C s t g T e F t , C F « . 3.4 4  4 .  .  . .F n n
n
 .   . .   .In fact at each t g T such that F t ; C we have e F t , C F e F t ,n n
 ..   . .F t q e F t , C F « , for every n g N. Conversely, let t g T be suchn
  . .   . .   .  ..that e F t , C F « for every n g N. Since e F t , C F e F t , F tn n n
  . .   . .  .  .q e F t , C F 2« , one has e F t , C s 0. Hence F t ; C, and so 3.4n n
 .is proved. Clearly the set on the right-hand side of 3.4 is measurable, for
 .the F are simple. Hence, by Proposition 3 a , F is weakly measurable,n 1
 .proving a . This completes the proof.2
 .COROLLARY 1. Let T , B be a Borel space, where T is a metric space.T
 .Then each h-u.s.c. or h-l.s.c. multifunction F: T ª C Z is h-measurable.
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 .Proof. Suppose F is h-u.s.c. if F is h-l.s.c. the proof is similar . By
 .   . .Proposition 2, for each C g C Z the functions t ª e F t , C and t ª
  ..e C, F t are, respectively, u.s.c. and l.s.c. Hence F is h-measurable.
PROPOSITION 6. Let T be a complete separable metric space. Let m be a
non-negati¨ e finite measure defined on the completion BU of the BorelT
 .s-algebra B . Let Z be a metric space. For a multifunction F: T ª C Z ,T
the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .a F is Lusin measurable;1
 . U  .a F is h-measurable, and there exists a set T g B , with m T s 0,2 0 T 0
 .  .such that F T _T is a separable subset of C Z .0
 .  .Proof. a « a F is Lusin measurable, thus for each n g N there1 2
 . nis a compact set K ; T , with m T _ K - 1r2 such that F restricted ton n
U  .K is h-continuous. Set T s T _D K . Clearly, T g B and m T s 0.n 0 n n 0 T 0
 .  .  .Moreover F T _T is a separable subset of C Z , for F T _T s0 0
 .  .  .D F K , and each F K is compact in C Z . It remains to show that Fn n n
 .is h-measurable. Let C g C Z and l g R be arbitrary. We have
< <t g T e F t , C F l s t g T e F t , C F l 4  4 .  . .  .0
<j t g K e F t , C F l . 3.5 4 .  . .D n
n
It is clear that the set on the right-hand side is measurable, because BU isT
  . .complete and, by Remark 1, the function t ª e F t , C restricted to K isn
  . .continuous. Thus t ª e F t , C is measurable on T. Similarly one can
  ..show the measurability of t ª e C, F t . Hence F is h-measurable, and
 .a is satisfied.2
 .  .a « a Denote by G the multifunction F restricted to T _T .2 1 0
 .  .By virtue of Proposition 3 a and Proposition 4 a there is a sequence4 1
 4  .G of simple multifunctions G : T _T ª C Z converging to G, uni-n n 0
 n4formly on T _T . For each G let T be the corresponding admissible0 n i
partition of T.
Let « ) 0 and n g N be arbitrary. The measure m is finite thus, for
 k n n. nq1 nsome k g N, we have m T _D T - «r2 . For i s 1, . . . , k let Sn is1 i n i
n n  n n.be a Borel set such that S ; T and m T _S s 0. Since m is finite andi i i i
wT is a complete separable metric space, by virtue of Parthasarathy 25,
xCorollary 19.19, p. 81 , for each i s 1, . . . , k there is a compact setn
n n  k n n. n nH ; S such that m T _D H - «r2 . Observe that the H arei i is1 i i
pairwise disjoint, for the T n are so.i
Now set K s F K , where K s Dk n H n. It is clear that K is a« n n n is1 i «
 .  . ncompact subset of T and satisfies m T _ K F  m T _ K -  «r2 s« n n n
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« . Furthermore F restricted to K is h-continuous, because each G« n
 4restricted to K is certainly h-continuous, and the sequence G con-« n
verges to F uniformly on K . Thus F is Lusin measurable. This completes«
the proof.
4. HUKUHARA AND SCORZA-DRAGONI TYPE THEOREMS
w xIn this section we establish some results of Hukuhara 16 and Scorza-
w x  .Dragoni 26 type for multifunctions F t, x which are h-measurable in
 .t, x and h-u.s.c. in x.
w xLet X be a metric space. Following Dugundji 9, p. 169 , a family
 4 w xp of continuous maps p : X ª 0, 1 is called a partition of unity onu ug I u
 .  4 <X if i the family supp p , where supp p s x g X p x / 0 , is a 4 .u ug I u u
 .  .neighborhood finite closed covering of X, and ii  p x s 1 for eachug I u
x g X.
 w x.  4We recall see 9, p. 170 that, for each open covering A of X,u ug I
 4  4there is a partition p of unity subordinated to A i.e., satisfyingu ug I u ug I
the property supp p ; A for every u g I. Observe that the p can beu u u
taken locally Lipschitzean.
 .Let T , A be a measurable space and let X and Z be metric spaces. AT
map f : T = X ª Z is said to be Caratheodory resp. Caratheodory]Lip-Â Â
.  .  .  .schitz if i for each x g X, t ª f t, x is measurable, and ii for each
 .  .t g T , x ª f t, x is continuous resp. locally Lipschitzean .
THEOREM 1. Let T be a complete separable metric space. Let m be a
non-negati¨ e finite measure on the completion BU of the Borel s-algebra B .T T
Let X be a complete separable metric space with Borel s-algebra B , and letX
 .E be a separable Banach space. Suppose that F: T = X ª K E is a bounded
multifunction such that
 . Ua F is B m B weakly measurable;1 T X
 .  .a for each t g T , x ª F t, x is h-u.s.c.2
 4  .Then there exists a sequence F of multifunctions F : T = X ª K E and an n
 4sequence f of functions f : T = X ª E satisfying, for e¨ery n g N, then n
following conditions:
 .  . Ub for each x g X, t ª F t, x is B weakly measurable;1 n T
 .  .b for each t g T , x ª F t, x is locally Lipschitzean;2 n
 .  .b for each t, x g T = X,3
F t , x ; F t , x ; co D F t , y ; .  .  .nq1 y g X
 .  .   .  ..b for each t, x g T = X, lim h F t, x , F t, x s 0;4 nªq` n
 .b f is a Caratheodory]Lipschitz selector of F .Â5 n n
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w xProof. The proof follows a pattern due to Hukuhara 16 . Let n g N be
n  n. narbitrary. If u g X we put, for convenience, U s U u, 1r3 and V su X u
 n. n  .U u, 2r3 . For u g X, define w : T ª K E byX u
n n nw t s co c t , where c t s F t , x . 4.1 .  .  .  .  .Du u u
nxgVu
 n4  4nThe family U is an open covering of X. Let p be a partitionu ug X U ug Xu
 n4of unity subordinated to U . Without loss of generality we canu ug X
 .nassume that each p is locally Lipschitzean. Now define F : T = X ª K EU nu
by
n
nF t , x s w t p x . .  .  .n u Uu
ugX
This definition is meaningful, as each x g X lies in the support of at most
finitely many p n.Uu
For each u g X, w n is BU weakly measurable. First we prove that theu T
n  .  . Umultifunction c : T ª C E , given by 4.1 , is B weakly measurable. Tou T
this end, for arbitrary c g E and l g R consider the set
n <G s t , x g T = V d c, F t , x - l . 4 .  . .u
U wClearly G is B m B weakly measurable because, by Himmelberg 13,T X
x UTheorem 3.3 , F is B m B d-measurable. Furthermore, we haveT X
< nt g T d c, c t - l 4 . .u
<s t g T d c, F t , x - l .D / 5
nxgVu
<s t g T inf d c, F t , x - l . . 5nxgVu
< ns t g T there is x g V such that d c, F t , x - l 4 . .u
< ns t g T there is x g V such that t , x g G 4 .u
s p G . .T
 w x.  . UBy the projection theorem see 19, p. 147 the set p G is B measur-T T
n U wable. Thus c is B d-measurable. By virtue of Himmelberg 13, Theo-u T
x n Urems 3.3 and 9.1 , it follows that also w is B weakly measurable.u T
 .  .Now we are ready to show that the F satisfy b ] b .n 1 5
 .  4nb Let x g X be arbitrary. The family supp p is a neigh-1 0 U ug Xu
borhood finite closed covering of X, thus there is a s ) 0 such that the set
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 .n nof all p , for which supp p FU x , s / B, is nonempty and finite,U U X 0u u
 4k  .  .nsay p . Hence, for every t, x g T = U x , s we haveU is1 X 0ui
k
n
nF t , x s w t p x . 4.2 .  .  .  .n u Ui ui
is1
 .  .From 4.2 , with x s x , it follows that t ª F t, x can be expressed as a0 n 0
closed valued convex combination of w n , . . . , w n , with corresponding coef-u u1 k
 .  .n nficients p x , . . . , p x independent of t. Now observe that theU 0 U 0u u1 k
n n  .multifunctions w , . . . , w and t ª F t, x are closed valued in E, whichu u n 01 k
is complete and separable. Moreover, the w n are also BU weaklyu Ti
w xmeasurable. Then, by virtue of Theorem 5.6 of Himmelberg 13 , one can
 . Ueasily verify that also the multifunction t ª F t, x is B weakly mea-n 0 T
 .surable, and thus b is proved.1
 .  . w xb ] b can be proved as in 6 .2 4
 .  n4  4 n  .nb Let U , p , and w : T ª K E be as at the begin-5 u ug X U ug X uu
ning of the proof. For each u g X, let g n: T ª E be a BU measurableu T
selector of w n, which certainly exists by the theorem of Kuratowski andu
w xRyll-Nardzewski 21 . Now define f : T = X ª E byn
f t , x s g n t p n x . .  .  .n u Uu
ugX
Clearly, f is a selector of F . Further, by the same argument used ton n
 .  .prove b and b one can show that f is Caratheodory]Lipschitz.Â1 2 n
 .Hence also b is satisfied. This completes the proof.5
 .Remark 3. i By virtue of Proposition 5, Theorem 1 can be stated by
 .  .  .replacing in a and b ``weakly measurable'' with ``h-measurable.'' ii1 1
w xAs in 6 the assumption that F is bounded can be replaced by the
 .following one: for each t g T , x ª F t, x maps bounded subsets of X
 .into bounded subsets of C Z .
 .Remark 4. For multifunctions F: X ª K E Hukuhara's theorem has
proved to be useful in several areas of nonlinear analysis, including degree
w x w x w xtheory 16 , games theory 18 , and differential inclusions 14 . For general-
w x w xizations, see Ionescu Tulcea 17 and Gavioli 11 . More recently, a measur-
able version of Hukuhara's theorem has been considered by Srivastava
w x27 . However, his approach is finite dimensional and it seems unsuitable
to be extended to infinite dimension. In view of that, Theorem 1 gives a
w xpartial answer to a problem raised in 27 .
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THEOREM 2. Let T be a complete separable metric space. Let m be a
non-negati¨ e finite measure defined on the completion BU of the BorelT
s-algebra B . Let X be a complete separable metric space with BorelT
 .s-algebra B , and let Z be a metric space. Suppose that F: T = X ª C ZX
is a multifunction such that:
 . Ua F is B m B h-measurable;1 T X
 .  .  .a for each t g T , x ª F t, x is h-u.s.c. resp. h-l.s.c. ;2
 .  .  .a F T = X is a separable subset of C Z .3
 .Then for e¨ery « ) 0 there exists a compact set K ; T , with m T _ K - « ,« «
 .such that F restricted to K = X is h-u.s.c. resp. h-l.s.c. .«
 .  . Proof. In a we suppose that x ª F t, x is h-u.s.c. if h-l.s.c. the2
.  4  . argument is similar . Let C ; C Z be a countable set dense in F T =n
.X . For each n g N define w : T = X ª R byn
w t , x s e F t , x , C . .  . .n n
 . UBy virtue of a , w is B m B measurable and, by Proposition 2, for1 n T X
 .each t g T the function x ª w t, x is u.s.c. Under our assumptions it isn
easy to verify that for every A g BU and l ) 0 there is a compact setT
 . UK ; A such that m A_ K - l and, furthermore, that every B m Bl l T X
 . Umeasurable set Q ; T = X has projection p Q onto T which is BT T
measurable. Thus each w satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1 of Kucian
w x20 . Hence, given « ) 0 and applying Kucia's theorem to each w , one cann
 .find a compact set K ; T , with m T _ K - « , such that each w re-« « n
stricted to K = X is u.s.c.«
 .  .Now let t, x g T = X and s ) 0 be arbitrary. Fix a C g C Zn
  ..  .satisfying h C , F t, x - sr3, hence take a d ) 0 such that t, x gn
 . .  .  .   . .U t, x , d implies w t, x - w t, x q sr3, i.e., e F t, x , C -K =X n n n«
  . .  .  . .e F t, x , C q sr3. Then, for every t, x g U t, x , d , we haven K =X«
e F t , x , F t , x F e F t , x , C q e C , F t , x .  .  .  . . .  .n n
s
- e F t , x , C q e C , F t , x q .  . .  .n n 3
s
F 2h F t , x , C q - s . . .n 3
Thus F restricted to K = X is h-u.s.c. This completes the proof.«
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COROLLARY 2. Let T , X, BU , B , and m be as in Theorem 2, and let ZT X
 .be a separable metric space. Let F: T = X ª C Z be a multifunction with
compact ¨alues such that:
 . Ua F is B m B weakly measurable;1 T X
 .  .  .a for each t g T , x ª F t, x is h-u.s.c. resp. h-l.s.c. .2
 .Then for e¨ery « ) 0 there exists a compact set K ; T , with m T _ K - « ,« «
 .such that F restricted to K = X is h-u.s.c. resp. h-l.s.c. .«
U  .Proof. F is B m B h-measurable, by Proposition 5 a . Further,T X 1
 .  .F T = X is a separable subset of C Z , for F takes compact values and
Z is separable. Then the assertion follows from Theorem 2.
THEOREM 3. Let T , X, Z, BU , B , and m be as in Theorem 2. Let F:T X
 .T = X ª C Z be a multifunction such that:
 .  . Ua for each x g X, t ª F t, x is B h-measurable and has range1 T
  4.  .F T = x separable in C Z ;
 .  .a for each t g T , x ª F t, x is h-continuous.2
 .Then for e¨ery « ) 0 there exists a compact set K ; T , with m T _ K - « ,« «
such that F restricted to K = T is h-continuous.«
 4  4  .Proof. Let x ; X and C ; C Z be countable sets dense in Xk n
  4.and in the set D F T = x , respectively. For each n g N define w :k k n
T = X ª R by
w t , x s h F t , x , C . .  . .n n
Clearly w is Caratheodory, hence it is BU m B measurable. Further, asÂn T X
in the proof of Theorem 2, it can be seen that w satisfies all of the othern
w xassumptions of Theorem 1 of Kucia 20 . Therefore, given « ) 0 and
applying Kucia's theorem to each w , one can construct a compact setn
 .K ; T , with m T _ K - « , such that each w restricted to K = X is« « n «
continuous.
 .F restricted to K = X is h-continuous. To see this, let t, x g K = X« «
and s ) 0 be arbitrary. Fix x and C so thatk n
s s
h F t , x , F t , x - , h F t , x , C - . 4.3 .  . .  . . .k k n5 5
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Since w restricted to K = X is continuous, there is d ) 0 such thatn «
 .  . .t, x g U t, x , d impliesK =X«
s
h F t , x , C - h F t , x , C q . 4.4 .  .  . .  .n n 5
 .  .  .  . .By virtue of 4.3 and 4.4 , for every t, x g U t, x , d we haveK =X«
h F t , x , F t , x F h F t , x , C q h C , F t , x .  .  .  . . .  .n n
s
F 2h F t , x , C q . .n 5
s
F 2 h F t , x , F t , x q h F t , x , C q .  .  . . .k k n 5
- s ,
and thus F restricted to K = X is h-continuous. This completes the«
proof.
 .Remark 5. In view of Proposition 5 a , if Z is separable, then Theo-1
 .rems 2 and 3 remain valid if in assumption a ``h-measurable'' is replaced1
by ``weakly measurable.''
w xRemark 6. Multivalued versions of Scorza-Dragoni's theorem 26 have
w x w xbeen established by many authors, including Castaing 3 , Himmelberg 12 ,
w x w x  .Artstein and Prikry 2 , and Kucia 20 . Usually F t, x is supposed to be
measurable in t and continuous or lower semicontinuous in x. In Theorem
 .2 and Corollary 2, F t, x is also allowed to be upper semicontinuous in x,
 .a case already considered in a slightly different setting by Tolstonogov
w x28 . It is worthwhile to point out that either case of semicontinuity is of
interest for possible applications to differential inclusions.
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